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Abstract

In 1972, Vanzura [5] defined and studied almost r -contact structure which is the 

generalization of ),,,,( vugf -structure manifold introduced by Yano and Okumura [6].

Some properties of almost r -contact structure manifolds have also been studied by Nivas and 
Singh [4]. CR-structure manifolds have been defined and studied by Bejancu ([1], [2]) and 
many other geometers. In the present paper, semi- invariant submanifolds of general 
almost p -contact Hsu-metric manifold have been studied. The idea of CR-structure is 

extended and certain interesting results have been obtained.
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1. Preliminaries:

Let pnM  be an )( pn -dimensional differentiable manifold of class C . Suppose there exists on pnM  a 

tensor field  of type (1, 1), )( Cp contravariant vector fields p ,......,, 21 and )( Cp 1-forms 

p ,......,, 21 ( p some finite integer) satisfying
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where ''a is any real or complex number not zero and ''r a positive integer.
Also

(1.2)                                              
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where pml ,......,2,1,  and l
m denotes the Kronecker delta. Thus the manifold pnM  in view of 

the equations (1.1) and (1.2) will be said to possess the general p -contact Hsu structure. Suppose further that 

the above manifold pnM  admits a positive definite Riemannian metric g satisfying

(1.3)                                    0)()(),(),(
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and consequently

(1.4)                                    plYYg l
l ,.......,2,1,)(),( 

Then the above manifold pnM  will be called the general p -contact Hsu-metric structure manifold [3].

Let nV be an n -dimensional differentiable manifold immersed differentiably in pnM  . Let us assume that the 

vector fields l are tangents to nV . We say that nV is semi-invariant submanifold of pnM  if there exist 

differentiable distributions D and D on nV such that
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       }{},{ DD and }{ l are mutually orthogonal and )( nVT is tangent bundle of nV .

)(ii The distribution D is invariant by  i.e.

                                               xx DD )(   ,   for all x in nV

)(iii The distribution }{ D is anti invariant by i.e.

                                               )()( n
xx VTD  

        where )( n
x VT  denotes the normal space of nV at nVx ([1], [2])

Suppose further that  and  are Levi-civita connections on pnM  and nV respectively. Then Gauss and 
Weingarten equations can be expressed as [2]

(1.5)                                    
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 ),(

where YX , are arbitrary tangent vectors and V the vector field normal to nV . Also ),( YXh is 

second fundamental form and VA the shape operator given by

(1.6)                                    )),,((),( VYXhgYXAg V 

Let us denote by QP, the projection morphisms of )( nVT on D and D respectively. Then we can write

(1.7)                                    
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for any vector field X tangent to nV . We can also write

(1.8)                                    CVBVV 
           for V normal to nV . We can also define maps )()(: nn VTVT  and  )()(: nn VTVT   as 

follows

(1.9)                                    
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Thus in view of the equations (1.2), (1.7) and (1.9), it follows that

(1.10)                                       XXX  
Here X denotes the tangential part and X the normal part of X .

We can also write

Operating (1.10) by  and making use of the equations (1.1), (1.8) and (1.10), we get
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Comparison of tangential and normal vectors to nV gives

(1.11)                                       
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In a similar manner, premultiplying the equation (1.8) by   and making use of (1.1), (1.8) and (1.10), we get

(1.12)                                        
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Hence we have
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Theorem: Let pnM  be an )( pn -dimensional differentiable manifold admitting the general p -contact 

Hsu structure and nV be the semi-invariant manifold immersed differentiably in pnM  . Then the structure 
induced on the submanifold is given by the equations (1.11) and (1.12).

2. Parallel Fields:

Let us now suppose that for the enveloping manifold pnM  , the tensor field is parallel. Thus

                                                     0)(  YX
or

(2.1)         YY XX     

In view of the equations (1.8) and (1.10), above equation takes the form

                                                     )},({}{ YXhYYY XX  
or

(2.2)             ),(),()()(),( YXChYXBhYYYXAYXhY XXXYX   
Comparison of tangential and normal fields in the above equation (2.2) yields

(2.3)                                            
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Further since  is parallel on the enveloping manifold, we have

(2.4)                                            0)(  VX
Proceeding in a way similar to above and using (1.5), (1.6) and (1.8), we get
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3. Integrability Conditions:

In this section, we shall study integrability of distributions D and D . If ),( YXN and ),( YXN be the 

Nijenhuis tensors of  and  respectively, we have in view of the equations (1.9), (1.10) and the definition of 

Nijenhuis tensor

(3.1)             ]),([]),([]},[],[],{[),(),( YXCYXBYXYXYXYXNYXN  
          for all vector fields YX , in D .

For all vector fields Z on the enveloping manifold, we denote by tZ the tangential part of Z and Zt by 
normal part of it. In view of the equation (3.1), we have 
Theorem 3.1: The necessary and sufficient condition for the distribution D to be integrable is that

(3.2)                                            
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           for all YX , in D .

Theorem 3.2: The necessary and sufficient condition for the distribution D to be integrable is that

(3.3)                                             
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          for all YX , in D .

Proof: If the distribution D is integrable, (3.3) )(i follows from (3.2) )(ii . For the Nijenhuis 

tensor ),( YXN , we have

                                   ],[],[],[],[),( 2 YXYXYXYXYXN  
          for all YX , in D .
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Thus DYXN ),( and consequently 0),( YXQN .

If DYX , , we can show

                                                    
]),([),( YXPYXN  .

Thus we have

Theorem 3.3: The necessary and sufficient condition for the distribution D to be integrable is that

                                        
0),( YXN , for all YX , in D .
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